We introduce a boosted cross-domain categorization (BCDC) framework that utilizes labeled data from other domains as the source data to span the intra-class diversity of the original learning system. In addition to the manually annotated information in the target domain, partially labeled data from another visual domain are provided as the source domain. In comparison, the proposed learning framework shares the same basic principle of sequentially updating the impacts of training instances; yet our learning framework attempts to sequentially update the data representations of those "dis-similar" samples instead of simply weighting less on them. The learning function is formulated as:
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In order to distinguish the "dissimilar" data from the smooth data, we include the weighted discriminative sparse codes into the learning function. Specifically,
, where the non-zeros occur at those indices where y i t ∈ Y t and X k t ∈ X t share the same class label. Given 
Since predictions are made with respect to the data distribution of X t , w i is included in each item of H. Thus H can be defined as follows according to the same example in Equation ( 
where column-wise L 2 normalization is applied to D, the objective function in equation 1 can be solved through sequentially updating dictionary atoms and sparse codes as in [8] . 
Algorithm 1 Boosted cross-domain dictionary learning
Input the labeled target domain data D t l and the source domain dataD s , the maximum number of iterations Max.iter and the Weak Learner. Output a "strong" classifier F (·) and updated representations of the source domain instances. Initialize the data distribution as uniform, i.e., the initial weights 
, where ε j is required to be less than 0.5. end for
